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thors say is rapidly evolving. The ultimate goals of climate change
adaptation are to improve resource resilience, support sustainable development, manage natural resources for ongoing use, and
protect human well-being.
This optimistic and pragmatic handbook is written in a popular
style, with lots of sidebars and explanations; however, the depth
of scientiﬁc content makes it worthy of being called an academic
text, and reﬂects the authors’ expertise. Hoﬀman began studying the eﬀects of global change in 1992 as a toxicologist, and this
experience inﬂuenced her perspective during her PhD work in
marine ecology at the University of Washington. Hansen worked
as chief climate scientist for the World Wildlife Fund Global
Climate Change Programme and as a research ecologist for the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Her ﬁrst climate change–
related work emerged during her doctorate at the University of
Santa Cruz. Together, these two climate change leaders founded
EcoAdapt, a nonproﬁt focused on adapting conservation and
resource management to climate change.
The authors provide numerous suggestions and ideas on how
to move toward incorporating the reality of climate change into
future planning. “We cannot rest on our laurels, nor can we bury
our heads in the sand. We have got to make conservation and
resource management climate-savvy. We need to adapt conservation and resource management to climate change,” they write.
Hansen and Hoﬀman describe actions and ideas that are needed
in order to avoid the worst-case scenarios of climate change,
while providing current, sound, and accepted research on climate
change to emphasize their points along the way.

BOOK

Climate Savvy
SINCE THE TERM “ADAPTATION” FIRST APPEARED WITH
regard to climate change in the 1992 charter for the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, instances of
warmer temperatures, rising sea levels, and climatic variability
have only increased in number and magnitude. Unfortunately,
many resource management strategies remain the same. “We are
at a crossroads—or perhaps a traﬃc circle—of options about our
future, including decisions about how we react to the reality of
climate change,” authors Lara J. Hansen and Jennifer R. Hoﬀman
say in the very ﬁrst sentence of Climate Savvy: Adapting Conservation and Resource Management to a Changing World. In the
context of climate change, adaptation refers to the human eﬀorts
to reduce the negative eﬀects of climate change, a ﬁeld that the au-

In this book they highlight ideas and tools for assessing and
reducing vulnerability to climate change, including strategies to
strengthen protected areas and protect vulnerable species, and
discussions about maintaining connectivity and resource resilience. Other topics include managing for uncertainty, reducing
stressors (pollutants, pests, invasive species) that interact negatively with climate change, reducing local and regional eﬀects of
climate change, and adapting management strategies for regulating harvests and pollutants while integrating the needs of both
nature and people.
The book is written for anyone with an interest in enacting, or the
ability to enact, climate change adaptation, either through public
policy or private endeavor. The authors encourage politicians,
land managers, conservationists, and government agencies to act
now. “Scientiﬁc understanding of climate change and its eﬀects
on physical, chemical, and biological systems is rapidly evolving,
and will continue to do so. We need to add this new informa-
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tion to our plans as we get it, but we cannot wait until we get it all
because we will never get it all,” they say.
In the ﬁnal pages, the authors call for more cross-sector collaboration and insist that greater creativity is needed to ﬁnd solutions
at a suﬃciently rapid pace. “We need to blow the sides oﬀ the box
and look out to the horizon, appreciating both the magnitude of
the challenge and the range of options it presents. When it comes
to addressing complex problems like climate change, creativity
and the ability to integrate examples from multiple arenas are our
best assets.”
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—Amy Stevenson and Jonathan Nawn


TECHNOLOGY

KlimaGuide: The yodeling iPhone application
for the Swiss Alps
ANYONE FROM THE SERIOUS HIKER TO THE CASUAL WALKER
visiting the world heritage site in the scenic Jungfrau region of
Switzerland can now learn about climate change in the Alps with
the use of an iPhone “app” called KlimaGuide. This electronic
trail guide with zoomable topographic maps is pre-installed on
special iPhones, which can be rented at Swiss tourist oﬃces for
15 Swiss francs (CHF, or about U.S. $15) per day. The interactive
features are intuitive and allow the user to choose from seven different “climate” hikes in the Bernese Oberland.
The hikes range from 2 to 3 miles long and are generally wanderwegs (easy hiking trails) with gradual elevation changes of
less than 1,000 feet. The global positioning system (GPS) in the
iPhone tracks the user’s location and sounds a Swiss yodel as
the hiker reaches the next point of interest along the interpretive climate path. For each trail, the KlimaGuide highlights six to
seven vistas related to the various climate topics, such as gletscher
(glaciers), permafrost, avalanches, rockfall, tourism, and skiing.
The audio tracks of two to three minutes each are the appropriate length for a short science-learning pause as hikers take in
the spectacular alpine scenery: the Eiger’s infamous Nordwand
(north face) and the 13,642-foot-tall glaciated Jungfraujoch. There
are also personal behavior suggestions on how hikers can reduce
their carbon footprint, with examples like rail travel, energy efﬁciency at home, and lowering consumption. Included on the

rental iPhone is a bonus video about
the environmental research station
located on the summit of the Jungfrau.
The main emphasis is on the geologic
sciences, with only a small portion
on ﬂora: the alpine ﬂower selector. A
shorter version of the guide is available
for download onto personal iPhones for
about $10.
The project is a collaboration of the University of Bern, two local
communes, a software developer, and the Swiss energy company
BKW FMB. Glaciologists worked with experienced climate journalists on the topics for about a year, and the actual audio-video
production took about nine months. KlimaGuide launched in
summer 2009, but at the initial price of 20 CHF (now $20), only
300 individuals rented the phones. The lower price of 15 CHF
($15) may increase usage.
As “cool” as this new media device is, especially for tech-savvy
youth, it seems that a natural extension would be a traditional
(less expensive) printed version of the presentation. Since social
science research indicates that many people trust their friends
and acquaintances for climate change information, such a booklet
could be a useful outreach tool that wanderers could take home
and share with friends.
See www.jungfrau-klimaguide.ch for more details.
—Joe Witte, broadcast meteorologist, Washington, D.C.
(joewittewx@yahoo.com)

